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**Zum Vortrag:**
The professional/amateur divide, along with many other axial oppositions inherited from the XIX century was paramount in the definition of modernity and the social fields that studied it. However, the last decades have made it clear that the distinction is becoming less operative, contributing to some degree of confusion, trust decline and challenges to the legitimacy of some highly reputed social actors. The dynamic between amateurs and professionals is similar to a traditional opposition between incumbents and challengers. Professionals react to the threat posed by amateurs by the adoption of strict deontological codes that guarantee new forms of socialization aimed at creating common voices and unison positions, but mostly at the cost of rigidity, isomorphism and incapacity to face social and economic changes. In the same vein, amateurization is challenging one of the cornerstones of the capitalist society – property rights. Even at the level of highly educated professionals such as university teachers or doctors, their positioning is becoming more defensive in nature because of the double threat they face. Challenged by ignored facts or new knowledge, they have either to admit that an amateur knows more or is better informed than they are (thus recognizing a certain degree of inferiority), or to claim that they know fully well what is being presented (running the risk to fell prey to clever hoaxers or "provocateurs"). Navigating between the Scylla of assuming ignorance and the Charybdis of pretending to know what does not exist, professionals start losing the reputation they once enjoyed.
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